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BYRNE
Equipment
Rental

Byrne Equipment Rental was founded in the UAE in the early 1990s and 
since then has grown to become one of the largest plant and equipment 
rental companies in the Middle East. With 20 operational bases, covering 
the UAE, KSA, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman and Bahrain, we have a fleet of over 
10,000 items of plant and a team of over 1,500 people.

We offer high quality equipment rental solutions to a broad variety of 
industry sectors including:

Byrne’s product range is built upon our successful ‘one stop shop’ model 
approach, satisfying all equipment rental requirements across multiple 
industries. Our rental fleet is constantly updated to carry the latest 
brands of equipment and technology, enabling operational efficiency 
through equipment rental and lease solutions. 

Clients can expect a consistent level of safety awareness throughout the 
Middle East and the industry sectors that we operate in.

We have strategically positioned our 
operations across the region, ensuring that 

your requirements are met.

Equipment 10,000+
People 1,500+

Manufacturing 
& Logistics

Marine  
& Ports

EventsConstruction & 
Infrastructure

Defense 
& Military 

Oil & Gas Retail &
Commercial
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Benefits
To our clients

Our on-site rental depot is built using our own temporary buildings 
providing all contractors, stakeholders and the wider array of people and 
organisations working to deliver this project, immediate access to a vast 
range of equipment and consumables in one convenient location. In doing 
so users of this facility can expect;

- Equipment ready for hire, fit for purpose and tested in accordance  
 with stringent Health & Safety regulations
- Reduced traffic to and from site resulting in lower CO2 emissions
- Tailored equipment rental solutions to meet exact site requirements
- Rapid response to any and all site issues arising 24/7 (breakdowns,  
 replacement kit etc) 
- Support in delivering an on-time and on-budget project
- Working with your schedules to have the equipment ready and waiting

On-Site Order Process

Step 1 - Client orders equipment from our on-site rental depot
Step 2 - Hire can start immediately along with delivery
Step 3 - Client can return items to on-site depot or arrange collection
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Equipment
Range
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Our generators range in size from 6kVA to 1650kVA and have the capability to be synchronised 
and scale up to multi-megawatt power plants. Complete power packages can be supplied if 
required, including secondary power distribution and transformers, bunded fuel tanks, drip 
trays and cables. 

Our in-house technical team can provide a pre-hire advisory service to ensure your requirement 
is carefully specified with an appropriate fuel management plan.

Equipment
Range

6 7

Power Generation Hoist & Access

We supply a full range of access solutions for 
people and materials providing a versatile 
environment during construction.

Material Hoists - Suitable for all vertical access 
to buildings or scaffolding, either for new 
construction sites or refurbishments.

Mast Climbers - For lifting all types of load with  
the ability to position them to the nearest 
centimetre. As a result heavy tools and 
materials can always be within reach.

Powered Access - Our range includes scissor 
lifts (both electric and diesel), as well as 
telescopic, articulated and electric booms.

Low Level Access - Byrne offers a range of 
low level access platforms with working 
heights of up to 5.1m, ideal for inspection, 
rapid maintenance, spot installation, 
assembly/fitting, cleaning and painting 
works in very confined environments.
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Air & Steam

We offer a range of air and steam equipment including:

Air Compressors  -   Our robust and portable air compressors are available in portable diesel or  
electric engine driven, or 100% oil-free. To complement the air range we offer air tools, 
breakers, compaction and shot blasting equipment.

Steam Boilers - We have a range of portable steam boilers that deliver up to 5 tonnes of steam 
per hour at 9 bar. Each boiler is supplied either trailer or skid-mounted with independent 
water tank, fuel tank, water softening system and power pack.

Our temporary building fleet consists of modular buildings for any purpose including  
offices, security huts, sleeper units, catering facilities and much more. Whether you need a 
small site set-up or a full scale camp for hundreds of workers we have the product range and 
experience to deliver to your exact requirements. Units are available in a wide range of modular 
sizes and can be linked end to end, or side by side. Thus, whether it is a multi-department site 
office or large open plan canteen, we can create a structure to suit the requirement.

In partnership with our sister company Spacemaker, a turnkey solution  
provider in the region, we are also able to deliver prefabricated modular 
building solutions to your bespoke requirements, without having to rely on 
third party providers or subcontractors. Some such solutions are already on 
site as a reference point.

Temporary Buildings
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Equipment
Range
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Climate Control

Our Climate Control Division specialises in three main areas; 

- Spot Cooling
- Comfort Cooling
- Process Cooling

This includes a wide range of equipment such as split & package air conditioning units, chillers, 
air-handlers, cooling towers, dehumidifiers, heaters & ventilation equipment.

Climate Control compliments our existing equipment range as well as the following additional 
offerings; free site survey, HVAC design, build solution, installation & commissioning, service, 
maintenance & health checks, in addition to services such as power products, power distribution 
and internal air-flow.

Sanitation

Whether your requirement is for one person or 1,000, Byrne Equipment Rental not only has a 
variety of sanitation and shower units, we also offer water, sewage and cleaning management 
services to suit all your construction site requirements. 

Ablution Units   -   We offer a wide range of ablution units from 8ft to 40ft that come with fresh 
water and built in sewage tanks. We also offer portable toilets made from resilient plastic.

Showers  -  Showers are available in cabins or containers, and consist of curtained shower 
cubicles.

Septic Tanks  -  Septic tanks can be hired with our toilet cabins and containers, or individually 
to use with existing services.
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Mobile Lighting

Whether you need street lighting or a construction site lit, we can provide a lighting solution to 
meet your needs.

We offer a range of mobile lighting towers which have vertical masts up to 9m and 4 x 1000w 
metal halide bulbs, with 360 rotation for easy change of light direction – ideal for providing light 
to any construction site.

Also available are 400w, 500w, and 1000w metal halide lights suitable for ground lighting or 
mounting.

Material Handling

Our extensive fleet of plant ensures the most appropriate item of equipment for the job in hand 
is available to hire, wherever you are.

Never compromising on safety, you can be sure that our plant items are high quality, robust and 
reliable, resulting in less downtime enabling you to complete your job to schedule.

The fleet includes sweepers, skidsteer loaders, wheel loaders, excavators, rollers, telescopic 
handlers and cranes.
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BYRNE
Yas Petroluem 

Our sister company Byrne Yas Petroleum provides a fuel management and distribution service 
across the UAE. We have a fleet of tankers which are constantly on the road making sure diesel 
is distributed to you on time, every time.

With delivery available 24/7, we provide a convenient way to obtain fuel to power your diesel 
driven equipment. Utilised in conjunction with our equipment rental services, we are able to 
offer a complete turnkey solution.
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Welding Equipment

We offer a range of electric and diesel powered welding machines with output ranges from  
100-500 amps, with 3 kVA auxillary power (110/220v supply available).

Welding machines are skid mounted, or wheel mounted for enhanced mobility and fitted 
with lifting hook and MPI certificate.

For a lighter, smaller, and more portable unit, our inverter welding machines provide increased 
energy efficiency and more power.
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Würth - Construction - Site - Project - Management  provides through our teams of experi- 
enced field staff, specialists and engineers, an all-round service for every phase on the 
construction site.

We understand a construction site is always an intersection between lots of different gears, 
which has to engage with each other. Many areas and work steps have to be connected, synergies 
used, and tight time windows kept. This can only be done together, hand in hand.

Würth - Construction - Site - Project - Management offers among other things:

-  Planning services: Right from the start for example, we support you in planning and fastening 
technology, and take care of hazardous materials management and construction site safety. 

-  Know-how and competence transfer: Training and instruction of employees can be carried 
out by Würth directly on site. 

-  Consulting for your projects: Reinforcement connections and dowels, for example, are 
precisely matched to your construction site through detailed dimensioning and tensile tests. 

- Construction site logistics: With our BAULOC® solutions, the required materials, tools and  
 construction site equipment are at the right place at the right time. 

Würth offers you one-stop solution, so that you can focus on the essentials  - Building. 

At Würth, we provide a world-class range of advanced, sustainable chemicals that enable us to 
deliver solutions designed to meet almost any requirement of your business needs. 

Our portfolio contains products tailored to construction applications such as MEP, interior fit-
out, aluminium and glass, kitchen and sanitary, according to the latest LEED regulations and 
products with NSF and/or Halal  certification. 

In our on-site shop you will find products such as: 

-  Sealants
-  Adhesives
-  Tapes
-  Surface Protection and Coatings

-  Cleaning Agents and Care Products
-  Lubricants and Greases
-  Rust Removers
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Technical Chemicals
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Your safety is our concern.
The selection of appropriate Personal Protective Equipment, manufactured and certified 
according to the directives, is essential to offer your employees the best possible protection on 
the construction site.

At Würth, we provide head to toe protection including toolbox meetings to discuss and train on 
further preventive safety measures. Our extensive product range includes:

-  Head Protection
-  Eye Protection
-  Hand Protection
-  Respiratory Protection

-  Protective Clothing
-  Foot Protection
-  Fall Protection
-  Road Safety

Connecting the world together.
DIN/ISO fasteners are an integrated part to hold your structure safely together. 

Würth offers a comprehensive program of over 70,000 items, in all common steel grades and 
stainless steel, which we either stock or are able to deliver on a short-term basis due to intelligent 
logistic solutions. Whatever the requirement of your application, Würth will supply a reliable 
and safe connection, even when it comes to customised parts, being according to drawings or 
even special surface coatings to maintain a sustainable structure over time.

- Rivets
- Screws
- Bolts and Nuts
- Drywell Screws

- MEP Fixings
 (Channels, Pipe- and Beam Clamps)
- Threaded Rods
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Safety Fasteners
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Würth has developed products to safely simplify the industry of fire stopping of service 
penetrations and linear joints. Solutions to problems do not have to be complicated, expensive 
and time-consuming. Würth offers solutions designed and tested in real situations, tailored to 
suite the construction industry and to meet their requirements.

Our GCC product range covers any application through only seven products that are tested and 
certified by the esteemed UL, Warrington Fire and iBMB MPA certification labs accredited by 
the UAE Civil Defence.

Würth engineering hub offers a variety of technical support services to advise and assist 
engineers and contractors when evaluating and specifying our anchor range, and supports in 
daily applications. Our range of anchors has numerous international approvals.

- Technical Proposals / Software Calculations 
- Specifications/Submittals
- Job Site Inspection and Training
- Mock-Up and Pull-Out Testing
- Certifying Technical Applicators

- Würth Chemical Technology  
 (Anchoring & Rebaring)
- Post Installed Mechanical Anchors 
 (Option 1 and Option 7)
- Plastic Frame and Insulation Fixing (Universal)
- Hammer-In Anchors
- Nail/Ceiling Anchors
- Chemical Threaded Studs 

Our services: Our products:

Fire Anchors
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As a contractor, you are heavily depending upon availability of the right building material to 
complete your work in a timely matter. Würth offers top of the line products to solve all of your 
construction needs. We guarantee the best value for your money. 

Our product range includes every day building material needs like:

- Painters Equipment
- Carpentry Tools
- Tiling Tools and Accessories
-  Construction Consumables 
 (Insulated-, PTFE-, Masking Tapes, Nails,  
 Glues)

-  Construction Tools  
 (Shovels, Wheelbarrows, Buckets,   
 Cutters and many more)
- Electrical Accessories 
 (insulated and non-insulated 
 connectors, wire and cable ties, sockets)

Easy to operate full professional range. Whether on a construction site or in the workshop, you 
enjoy the full convenience of the systems, digitally controlled ARC, TIG, LIFT TIG, MIG, MAG, 
REL, welding inverter machines with latest IGBT technology. 

With heat insulation class “H” – electric components can work on temperatures up to 180°C, 
all welding machines can do two to three different type of welding, you can weld mild steel, 
stainless steel and aluminum.
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Building Materials Welding
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Contact No: +971 54 7928 333
Email: onsitedepot@byrnerental.com
Website: byrnerental.com

Contact No: +971 56 9926 798
Email: onsitedepot@wurth.ae
Website: wurthgulf.com


